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Great job downloading the Asian Attraction Blueprint. The 1 line

you can use to talk to any girl is on the next page, along with

an explanation of how and why it works.

I've spent the last 15 years with an obsession to understand

social dynamics and women.

The journey led me from a nerdy 23-year-old virgin to top

model at fashion week. I am sharing some of my hard-won

secrets with you here in this guide.

I speak from 15+ years of experience, and my intention is to pass

on my hard-won knowledge so you can benefit from it. May my

knowledge enrich your life as much as they have mine.

-Giovanni Wan



Hey. I thought
you looked

interesting and I
wanted to meet
you. Before you

go, what are
your thoughts
on... [genuine

question]

 



1.No matter how good a line is, how you say it

determines your success. The maxim "it's how

what you say, it's how you say it" is 80% true.

2.The line is a tool, the same way a hammer is a

tool to build things. The tool facilitates your true

intention and purpose as a human being. Your

intention must be to SEEK THE TRUTH IN ALL

YOUR SOCIAL interactions. If you can do this,

you don't need "game"

3.That said, for guys who lack social skills, some

structure is needed to find their truth.

4.This sentences has 4 components that

leverage social hacks in the following ways...

"hey" seems unimportant, but it is vitally

important to say it and get her attention. A

small pause to "evaluate" her feelings must be

given



5."you look interesting and I wanted to meet

you" is a genuine ask and a search for a truthful

connection. Besides her looks, what about her

interests you? Is it her style, makeup, her walk,

her energy, her gaze? There are a million things

to comment on other than her physical beauty

6."Before you go" is a time constraint that pre-

empts anyone from leaving by letting them

know this won't take long, and you're socially

aware to let them go if they are not interested

(willingness to walk away)

7.People love being asked their opinion on

something. So ask her a question on something

you're genuinely wondering about. "You're

dressed very well I see. Do you think the style

trends have changed in this city? "



Practice using this line when you are in social

situations, and pretty soon, your delivery will be

perfect and your social calibrations will be

complete.

This will help you get into genuine conversations

and have a shot at attracting your dream girl.

Of course, there are more skills you need to

master to consistently date attractive girls, and

you can find those resources at

highintegrityskills.com

The subsequent pages will show you 2

messages you can use to start conversations

online, and the 3 questions to filter out girls

who are actually into Asian guys.



3 ONLINE PHOTO HACKS

We have found that 4 pictures or less
converts better than more. The more
foreign you are, the more important it is
to have a few, really good pictures.
The highest converting client pictures are
high quality, stylish, looking 45 degrees
off camera with a slight smile (or a great
smile if your smile is photogenic)
Split test your photo scores with
PhotoFeeler and DatenHance

ATTRACTION RATIOS

Her "variety" score determines if she is a)
prefer Asians b) open to dating Asians c)
not open to us. Find her score quickly with
the 3 questions below
The more her answers point to a high level
of curiosity and adventure, the more open
she is to dating you
Add these in your conversation naturally
and observe her micro-expressions

3 QUESTIONS FOR HER

These 3 questions help you filter out
which funnel (a,b or c) she's in:
What's the most adventurous thing you've
done?
If you could wake up anywhere in the world
tomorrow and teleport back, where would
you go?
Tell me about your last meaningful
relationship(s)

THE ONLINE DATING HACK

Default first line: "Funny pickup line or character
definine question?"
Let her determine the flirt level of the
interaction, and have prepared messages in
either options
Don't be afraid to just be friends. She has
other friends like her
Always add value. Statements > Questions

BANTER LINES

All the other girls on this site scare me. You
seem cool though
Let’s say I’m taking you out for sushi: I haven’t
eaten anything all day and you’re in the
shower. How long until we’re out the door? 30
minutes and you look hot, and I can’t keep my
hands off you? 15 minutes and you look pretty
cute 2 hours and I die from starvation

THE FOREIGN FACTOR

Recent studies even show that “height
and intelligence may be increasing as a
growing number of people are marrying
people from more distant parts of the
world.”
Exposure to your culture must happen
gradually in pieces to take effect in
attraction

Learn more at
 www.highintegrityskills.com

This guide shows you how to attract a high quality girl as an Asian guy

Girls are open to, prefer, or dislike Asians

Add these into your convo naturally

Less is More

Seek the truth
Let it go if there's no connection

Raises energy
Laughter with good intentions

Use your differences 
to your advantage

- T H E  A S I A N  A T T R A C T I O N  G U I D E -


